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Category: computer-and-mathematical

We help the world run better

Our company culture is focused on helping our employees enable innovation by building

breakthroughs together. How? We focus every day on building the foundation for tomorrow

and creating a workplace that embraces differences, values flexibility, and is aligned to our

purpose-driven and future-focused work. We offer a highly collaborative, caring team

environment with a strong focus on learning and development, recognition for your individual

contributions, and a variety of benefit options for you to choose from.Apply now! 

The consumption of intelligent technologies, like machine learning, IRPA, applied to complex

business processes supported by wide range of applications requires a great user

experience that makes this adoption easy and efficient. The design and implementation of

the best UX that makes this possible is a new practice for all organizations which is only

possible with deep understanding of the UX technologies and how they should be applied to

business processes.

The UX&Mobile Architect is a full time, techno-functional role that leads the

implementation of SAP UX Startegy for the whole SAP suite which includes on premise and

cloud applications with S/4 HANA as the digital core.

Expectations and tasks:

Responsible for implementing SAP’s standard User Experience solutions for customers.

Ensure successful communication, deployment and adoption of SAP UX strategy in every

project. This means proactive evangelization of SAP UX strategy and leading a change to

embed UX activities into projects
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Conduct UX workshops with various functional teams to plan prioritize, design and build UX

applications to support a complete and cohesive user experience.

Provide knowledge transfer to project and customer teams on SAP UX solutions.

Stay current on UX trends and best practices across interaction types (web, mobile, etc.) and

creatively apply UX trends to customer needs.

Education and Basic Qualifications:

Graduate level with Bachelor in Information Systems, Engineering, Computer Science or

other equivalent degree.

Work Experience:

4+ years of experience working on SAP ECC or SAP S/4HANA implementations with a UX role

6+ years of experience working with software development using SAPUI5 and BTP

Technical skills

The candidate should have proven knowledge and skills in the following areas:

SAP Fiori, UX for S/4HANA are the most important ones as well as BTP knowledge. BTP and/or

any Fiori/SAPUI5 Certification would be a plus

Knowledge of any of the following UX SAP Solutions are not a must but would be a clear

advantage: SAP Asset Manager, SAP BTP Mobile Services / MDK, SAP Launchpad Service

/ Mobile Start, SAP Business App Studio, SAP Work Zone.

Java, Phyton, PhP, CSS, NodeJs, C++, Angular, React, Native iOS, native Android

development skills would be a plus

ABAP and OData service development would be a plus

Soft skills

The candidate should show the following competences

Customer focus

Communication and presentation skills

Leadership attitude



Business acumen/process orientation

Innovative thinking

Ability to manage multiple tasks, work in a team environment, understand and be responsive

to project and customer needs.

Ability to learn IT topics quickly and apply it to business.

Language:  Local + proven good level of English (written and spoken)

Apply Now
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